EIPE Ph.D. student seminar programme, autumn 2015

Schedule

**September 21st**: Willem van der Deijl  
*Mill’s qualities of pleasures view and the measurement of happiness*

**October 5th**: Sam van Dijck  
*Economics, mathematics and complexity: on the disenchantment of the social world*

**October 19th**: James Grayot  
*Minded agents, economic agents, and ordinary folk: what are we really talking about when we talk about folk psychology?*

**November 2nd**: Philippe Verreault-Julien  
*A case for non-causal understanding with economic models*

**November 16th**: Osman Caglar Dede  
*Justifying Behavioral Policies: why traditional experimental evidence is not enough*

**November 30th**: Akshath Jitendranath  
*Buridan’s Ass: Incompleteness and the Art of Choice*